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1 Summary

Ultrasound in Diagnosis of Lesions in Musculoskeletal System

Katarina Paušek

Ultrasound has, since its invention, become one of the most widely spread and used diagnostic methods. Almost every child born in the Western part of the world since the 1970s had been examined by ultrasound whilst still in the womb. (42) Ultrasound was used in the musculoskeletal system for the first time in 1958 by K. T. Dussik. (92) Now, almost 60 years later, it has become the first line diagnostic method for imaging the musculoskeletal system in Europe, and its popularity is growing in North America. Ultrasound owes its popularity to being one of the least expensive diagnostic methods, the fact that it doesn’t expose patients to harmful ionizing radiation, enables doctor-patient interaction, and the results are available in real time. Diseases of the musculoskeletal system are the main cause of chronic pain and invalidity in the world. Millions of people worldwide are suffering from diseases of the musculoskeletal system, and with aging of the population, the expected burden of disease will become progressively larger. Ultrasound can be used in diagnostics, as well as therapy, and as guidance in application of therapy in diseases of the musculoskeletal system. In this paper I am going to discuss the use of ultrasound in some of the most common lesions of the musculoskeletal system.

Key words: ultrasound; musculoskeletal system; diagnostics
2 Sažetak

Ultrazvuk u dijagnostici lezija u muskuloskeletnom sustavu

Katarina Paušek

Ultrazvuk je od svog izuma do danas postao jedan od najraširenenijih i najkorištenijih dijagnostičkih metoda. Gotovo svako dijete rođeno u zapadnom dijelu svijeta od 1970-ih nadalje vjerojatno je već u maternici bilo pregledano ultrazvukom.(42) Ultrazvuk se prvi put upotrijebio u dijagnostici mišićno-koštanog sustava 1958. od strane K. T. Dussika, a danas, gotovo 60 godina kasnije, ultrazvuk je postao dijagnostička metoda izbora u Europi za bolesti mišićno-koštanog sustava, a njegova primjena je sve raširenija u Sjevernoj Americi.(92) Takvoj popularnosti pridonosi činjenica da je ultrazvuk jedna od najekonomičnijih dijagnostičkih metoda, pacijenta ne izlaže ionizirajućem zračenju, omogućuje komunikaciju s pacijentom te dinamičan pristup, a nalazi su operateru dostupni odmah. Bolesti mišićno-koštanog sustava glavni su uzročnik kronične boli i tjelesne nesposobnosti (invalidnosti). Stotine milijuna ljudi u svijetu boluju od bolesti mišićno-koštanog sustava. Sa starenjem populacije, očekivano opterećenje ovih bolesti će u budućnosti biti sve veće. Ultrazvuk se može koristiti u dijagnostici, ali i u liječenju te kao pomoć pri primjeni terapije u bolestima mišićno-koštanog sustava. U ovom radu opisat ću primjenu ultrazvuka u nekima od najčešćih bolesti mišićno-koštanog sustava.

Ključne riječi: ultrazvuk; mišićno-koštani sustav; dijagnostika
K. T. Dussik was the first person to use ultrasound as a medical imaging modality in 1942. Ultrasound was first used in examination of the musculoskeletal system, also by Dussik, in 1958. Since then, significant advances in the US probe design and refined manufacturing techniques have resulted in transducers with outstandingly high bandwidth and sensitivity, with excellent spatial resolution and penetration. Improvements in technology have led to the widespread use of ultrasound in medical diagnosis.

Ultrasound uses sound waves to create high resolution images in real time. Piezoelectric crystals found in the transducers convert physical energy of sound waves into electrical energy. They have the ability to both emit and receive sound waves. The emitted travel through tissues of different densities, a portion of them are reflected back to the transducer as a series of echoes; echoes provide necessary data to create 2D image of the underlying tissue. The image that is formed is composed of pixels, each pixel having three properties of each reflected echo. First is the intensity of the echo – the brightness being related to the amount of sound that is reflected. Second property is the depth at which the echo is reflected, corresponding to the vertical position of the image – it is related to the time elapsed between sound wave emission and its echo’s return; the deeper the structure, the longer the time. The third property is the horizontal position of each pixel - a function of the crystal’s position on the transducer.

Most lesions in the musculoskeletal system lie near the surface, and it is important to select proper equipment that meets the demands for this type of examination. High resolution ultrasound scanning with 10-12 megahertz probes is used when examining the musculoskeletal system. Low frequencies (~2-5 MHz) are used to evaluate deep structures, for example the hip. Low frequencies have deeper beam penetration. Mid-range frequencies (<8-12 MHz) are used for evaluation of the knee or deeper structures of the shoulder. Higher frequencies (10-18 MHz) are used for evaluating superficial structures such as the wrist, foot, ankle, and have a greater resolution. Absorption increases proportionally with frequency. Higher frequencies provide greater resolution, and lower frequencies provide greater depth of penetration. Curvilinear array probes produce lower frequencies, and linear array transducers produce middle
and higher range frequencies. Using highest frequency possible that allows for sufficient depth of penetration is advised; a classic linear array is usually used. B-mode is basically the only mode used when imaging the musculoskeletal system. Pulses are reflected from tissues according to their physical properties, and the amplitude of the returning echo is represented as “brightness” in a designated pixel on the screen.(76)

Artefacts can occur due to the change of sound propagation through tissues of different densities, and alterations in the path taken by the ultrasound beam. Anisotropy occurs during imaging of tendons, which exhibit the greatest amount of anisotropy, as well as nerves and muscle. When the US beam is at an angle of less than 85°, most of the waves do not reflect back to the transducer causing a hyperechoic structure to become hypoechoic. This may lead to misdiagnosis, and can be corrected by angling the probe sound waves perpendicular to the structure with a rocking (heel-toe) maneuver. Acoustic shadowing occurs when imaging bone, foreign bodies, and areas of calcification. The dense substance reflects sound waves, which prevents the operator from visualizing tissues deep to the structure. Acoustic enhancement occurs when visualizing anechoic structures. The structures deep to the anechoic lesion appear more echogenic. Reverberation artefact occurs when imaging highly echogenic structures. The sound waves reflect back and forth between the transducer and the echogenic structure. Comet tail artefact is seen in objects that strongly reflect ultrasound waves, such as crystals, metallic and glass foreign bodies. It is seen deep to the structure, and is gradually decreasing in size. Refraction artefact (edge shadowing) is caused by waves being reflected/bent from their original direction after impacting curved surfaces.(76)

“The Doppler effect is the change in the observed frequency of the sound wave \( f_r \) compared to the emitted frequency \( f_t \) which occurs due to the relative motion between the observer and the source.”(58) When tissues move with respect to the sound beam emitted from the transducer, there is a change in the frequency of the sound reflected from the tissue proportional to the velocity of the moving interface relative to the transducer. Doppler can be used to evaluate vascularity of tissues and hyperaemia, which might point to inflammation, or formation of granulation tissue.(76)

Ultrasound utilizes a type of energy we are exposed to every day – acoustic energy. Since inception human beings are constantly surrounded by and exposed to sounds.
Our bodies, and our insides are producing sounds as well as receiving them. We are constantly absorbing and emitting acoustic energy; our bodies are used to this form of energy.(9)

In general, ultrasound is seen as a relatively safe diagnostic method, but there are still some questions left unanswered regarding its safety. Even though ultrasound produces little or no ionisation at diagnostic imaging levels, there is a possibility of minute amounts of irreversible mechanical change associated with its use. At high power levels, ultrasound waves have the ability of destroying tissues. Ultrasound waves are inducing molecular vibrations, changes in fluid flow, and movement in cellular structures, as well as influencing membrane permeability and neuronal migration.(42) There is a rise in tissue temperature caused by the ultrasound beam, which is highest at the bone surfaces and the surrounding soft tissues. The heating of the tissue arises due to the absorption of the ultrasound beam by the bone and its emission of heat to the nearby tissues. The operator should have this in mind whilst examining the eye as the eye is poorly perfused, and therefore has a decreased capability for getting rid of the excess heat.(89) One should also be cautious when examining embryos and foetuses, as they could be sensitive to the rise in temperature caused by the ultrasound beam.(41) The extent of the effects of ultrasound on the human body are still not completely clear.

Ultrasound has been in use for many decades. Most of the safety data available is quite outdated, as the information is derived from B-mode scanners which were widely used before the mid-1990s. With the development of new machines (the ones in use today use 10-15x higher acoustic output levels), and new imaging trends such as “souvenir scanning” and 4D ultrasound, higher doses are being delivered to patients. This raises concerns about the safety, and there is a need to be on the lookout for possible adverse effects. Most of the information we have concerning bioeffects of ultrasound is coming from animal studies, and we don’t know how the results relate to humans, such as a study linking the exposure to ultrasound waves to changes in neuronal migration in mouse embryos.(40, 89) Interestingly enough, the use of ultrasound has been linked to left handedness in male children.

Ultrasound operators should be skilled and well educated, and should keep the thermal and mechanical indices as low as reasonably possible by regulating the acoustic output during the examination. Examinations should be performed only in cases when
there is medical indication to do them. Recent surveys show that a lot of ultrasound users aren’t well informed about the bioeffects of ultrasound on the human body.\((41, 107)\) There is a need for better education regarding the safety of ultrasound, and a need for further research on this topic.

4 Normal and Pathological Appearance of Structures in the Musculoskeletal System

Basically every structure contained within the musculoskeletal system can be readily assessed with the help of ultrasound examination; however some can be assessed more easily than others.

US is gold standard technique for examination of tendons. Tendons appear hyperechoic and have a fibrillar pattern on ultrasound examination. This appearance is due to the visualization of tendon fibres forming the tendon. The dense arrangement of the fibres produces anisotropy on US imaging; when the US beam is positioned perpendicularly to the tendon, the tendon will appear normal – hyperechoic with a fibrillar pattern, but as the angle changes to one less than or greater than 90°, the tendon will appear artfactually hypoechoic.\((80, 29, 49)\) In short axis view, the tendons appear oval or round, and are characterized by several homogenously scattered spotty echoes.\((109)\) Tendon pathology includes tendinosis, tendinopathy, tears, calcifications, and calcific tendinitis. In tendinosis, the tendon is morphologically altered and its echogenicity is changed on ultrasound examination.\((1, 104, 65)\) There may be hypoechoic linear regions of decreased echogenicity, and mucoid degeneration presenting with more globular regions having decreased echogenicity. Tears appear as discretely marginated lesions involving a portion or the full width of the tendon, depending on the extent of the tear (full-thickness vs. partial tear). They can be hypoechoic or anechoic. Parts of the tendon can calcify or ossify, and the calcifications can present as linear or globular foci of increased echogenicity, and posterior acoustic shadowing.\((1)\)

Ligaments appear similar to tendons on US examination, but are generally thinner and shorter. Ligaments look like hyperechoic bands with internal fibrils that join unossified hypoechoic epiphyses of adjacent bones. Ligaments exhibit anisotropy, and the operator should take care not to confuse a hypoechoic area with a partial tear.\((137)\)
Muscles are composed of individual fibers, cylindrical or prismatic in shape. The epimysium can be seen as a hyperechoic external band 2-3 mm in thickness, continuing along the corresponding tendon profile on longitudinal view. The perimysium can be observed as a hyperechoic line separating contiguous hypoechoic muscular fascicles from one another. The pennate structure of muscles can be assessed in longitudinal axis views where the hypoechoic fibro-adipose septa converge with a mainly parallel course, a central aponeurosis, appearing as a thin highly reflective band. US evaluation of muscle fiber direction represents an important parameter to measure the pennation angle, which is measured between the muscular fibers' direction and the central aponeurosis axis (usually corresponding with the longitudinal muscular axis). The value of the pennation angle depends on the function of the muscle and on the functional state of the muscle (contraction vs. relaxation).(103)

Ultrasound provides higher spatial resolution over MR imaging, when imaging nerves. On long axis, nerves appear elongated, with multiple hypo/hyperechoic parallel lines, corresponding to the neuronal fascicles. On short axis, high resolution US depicts nerves as honeycomb-like structures, composed of hypoechoic rounded areas (the fascicles) embedded in a hyperechoic background (interfascicular epineurium).(103)

Hyaline cartilage appears as a hypoanechoic layer delimited by thin, sharp, hyperechoic margins. Normal articular cartilage appears as a well-defined layer with several distinguishing features. It has a high degree of homogenous transparency, due to high water content, sharp and continuous synovial space-cartilage interface (superficial margin), sharp hyperechoic profile of the bone-cartilage interface (deep margin). The synovial space-cartilage interface is thinner than the bone-cartilage interface, and they are best visualized when the direction of the US beam is perpendicular to the cartilage surface. Sharp margins and homogenous echotexture are hallmarks of normal cartilage.(103)

Only the surface (cortex) of a bone is visible on ultrasound examination. Normal cortex of the bones appears smooth, hyperechoic, with posterior acoustic shadowing. A fracture will be accompanied by a focal discontinuity of the cortex with or without a cortical step-off.(28) Evaluation of stress fractures may show a periosteal reaction with hyperaemia on Doppler examination. There may also be hypoechoic periosseous fluid and haemorrhage, as well as cortical discontinuity.(14)
5 The Shoulder

The shoulder is the most commonly ultrasonographically evaluated joint in the human body. When examining the shoulder the operator is evaluating the rotator cuff tendons (supraspinatus, infraspinatus, subscapularis, and teres minor), long head of the biceps brachii, and the AC joint. Dynamic examination is performed to assess the presence of subacromial impingement.

The most commonly occurring tendon pathology in the shoulder is that of the supraspinatus tendon. Young sportsmen participating in sports involving overhead sporting activities; throwing, swimming (such as water polo), and racquet sports (such as tennis) have higher risk of developing rotator cuff tendinopathy and shoulder impingement syndrome. Such sports cause hypermobility and dysfunction of the static stabilizers of the shoulder. Bursitis can develop along with tendinopathy.

Both ultrasound and MRI are used in evaluating pathology of the shoulder, but ultrasound has an advantage over MRI as it gives the operator an ability to perform dynamic examination of the shoulder joint. High resolution ultrasound is superior to MRI in detecting small and medium-sized rotator cuff tears. Larger tears are better assessed with MRI.

5.1 Rotator cuff tears

Rotator cuff lesions represent up to 60% of shoulder pathology. The rotator cuff is composed of the tendinous insertions of supraspinatus, infraspinatus, teres minor and subscapularis muscle around the head of the humerus. It functions as a depressor of the humeral head. Rotator cuff disease is the most common cause of shoulder pain. Pathology of the rotator cuff ranges from impingement syndrome (a rotator cuff tendinopathy) to degenerative cuff tears. Most rotator cuff tears occur at the site of supraspinatus tendon insertion to the greater tuberosity. They can occur together with anterior dislocation of the shoulder.

A patient having a rotator cuff tear is usually aged over 45, and presents with a history of recurring shoulder pain, stiffness and weakness of the shoulder. Pain in the mid-range of abduction may point to a minor rotator cuff tear. Injection of a local anaesthetic (10 ml 1% lignocaine) into the subacromial space may help to distinguish the cause of
loss of movement due to pain from that due to a rotator cuff tear. There may be weakness on abduction and external rotation of the shoulder. Neer’s impingement sign is a clinical test which is over 80% sensitive for subacromial impingement or a rotator cuff tear. It is performed by stabilizing the scapula with one hand, and raising the affected arm in passive flexion, abduction, and internal rotation with the other hand. It is positive when pain is elicited by this manoeuvre.

Ultrasound can be used in imaging of rotator cuff tears. US criteria for full thickness supraspinatus tear are: nonvisualization of the tendon or focal tendon defect filled with fluid and debris, together with loss of normal outward convexity of the tendon, and dipping of the deltoid muscle into the tendon gap. Other US signs are bone irregularity of the greater tuberosity, joint effusion, and fluid in the subdeltoid bursa. Intra-articular fluid within the biceps tendon sheath, when associated with bursal effusion, has a sensitivity of 22%, and a specificity of 99%. When visualizing partial thickness tears, focal hypoechoic or anechoic defect in the tendon may be visible, involving either the bursal or the articular surface. Tendon tears and tendinosis may both appear hypoechoic and secondary findings may aid in differentiating the two conditions. Indirect signs include diminished thickness of the tendon, and although both produce areas of hypoechogenicity, tears tend to create more focal and well defined defects. Ultrasound sensitivity has been shown to be between 57-100%, and specificity 76-100% for full-thickness tears, and 41-93% sensitivity and 85-94% specificity for partial-thickness tears. Therefore, ultrasound imaging is less accurate for diagnosing partial thickness tears. US and MRI have comparable accuracy for detecting full and partial thickness tears.

Treatment options are conservative and surgical. Conservative treatment consists of analgesic medication; NSAIDs, subacromial infiltration of lidocaine, and corticosteroids, and physical therapy. If symptoms persist after 3 months of conservative therapy or if they recur, surgery is advised.
6 The Elbow

The elbow has a significant range of motion; it has a great range of hinged as well as rotational motion. This predisposes the elbow to trauma, and development of degenerative processes. Due to its superficial location, the elbow can be readily assessed with the help of ultrasound. Epicondylitis is the most common soft tissue pathology of the elbow. Tendon abnormalities are frequent and problematic, and ultrasound can be used to evaluate tendons for presence of tendinopathy, tears, and enthensinopathy. Ultrasound can be used in interventional procedures in the elbow joint. Soft tissue injuries and masses, as well as articular abnormalities can also be appreciated.

6.1 Lateral Epicondylitis (“Tennis Elbow”)

Lateral epicondylitis is the most common tendon lesion in the elbow. It got its name due to high prevalence in sportsmen participating in racquet sports. It is caused by eccentric overload of the backhand. Factors contributing to the development of lateral epicondylitis in tennis players are overuse, poor technique, a heavy racquet, and a grip that is too small. The pain may start when the player begins using a new racquet, after playing with wet balls, and due to overhitting the ball (against the wind). Up to 50% of tennis players are affected sometime in their career. Although the name would suggest it being a lesion affecting mostly sportsmen, it is actually more common in people not participating in professional sports. Tennis elbow is common in carpentry, bricklaying, sewing, knitting, cutting meat, plumbing, working on cars… It is most commonly linked to work-related activities, especially repetitive ones, involving repetitive wrist extension, and loaded and repeated gripping. The patients mostly affected by this condition are middle aged persons, 30-60 years old.

The patient feels the pain on the outer side of the elbow, although the pain may radiate into the forearm, is exacerbated by wrist extension, and there is focal pressure tenderness at the lateral epicondyle. Specific movements may provoke the onset of pain. Such movements are turning a door handle, shaking hands, pouring our tea, or lifting with the forearm pronated.
Ultrasound has 80% sensitivity and about 50% specificity. Due to such low specificity, ultrasound should be used only to evaluate the extent of disease in patients with specific clinical findings. It may detect structural changes, tendon thickening, hypoechogenicity, fibrillary disruption, tears, and calcification. Presence of hyperaemia may be assessed by Doppler.

The majority of patients respond to conservative therapy (including corticosteroid injections). If the patient doesn’t respond well, and the disease remains refractory after 6 months to a year, surgical treatment is pursued.(123)

6.2 Medial Epicondylitis (Golfer’s Elbow)

Medial epicondylitis may develop from degeneration and tearing of the common flexor tendon relative to overuse of the flexor-pronator group of muscles.(13) Some sports, where there is repetitive valgus stress to the elbow joint, such as golf, javelin throwing, and squash, may predispose to the development of this condition.(13) It can be caused by repetitive performing of dumbbell curls with supination or barbell curls.(49) Medial epicondylitis is most commonly present in the 3rd through 5th decade, with male to female ratio of 2:1.(123) It is found in manual labourers, and can be seen in individuals requiring repetitive use of the elbow, forearm, and wrist.(18)

This condition usually presents with pain and tenderness over the anterior aspect of the medial epicondyle. Medial epicondylitis is the most common cause of medial elbow pain.(123) The pain may radiate into the forearm and is precipitated by grasping and resisted pronation of the forearm, or resisted wrist flexion. In medial epicondylitis pain can be caused by pressure over the medial common tendon, or by resisted wrist flexion.(13) Ulnar nerve neuropathy is an associated finding in more than 50% of cases.(123)

US appearance is similar to other degenerative tendinopathies, and includes hypoechoic changes in the tendon secondary to tendinosis or a partial-thickness tear.(13) Thickening of the tendon may be observable, as well as the tendon being more heterogenous in echotexture compared to the other side. Partial tears may be seen as anechoic gaps on US examination. Calcifications may be present.(76)
Hyperemia from neovascularization may be visible using Doppler US. (116) Ultrasound sensitivity has been reported to be 95%, and specificity 92% for clinical disease. (95) Radiography and MRI may also be used in imaging of the elbow joint in cases of medial epicondylitis. EMG/NCV is indicated if ulnar neuropathy is suspected. (18)

Figure 6.1 A longitudinal ultrasonographic image of the common flexor tendon of the left elbow in a 56-year-old woman with medial epicondylitis. The tendon had a focal hypoechoic area (arrow) that was consistent with tendinosis. (95)

Treatments vary from oral anti-inflammatory medications, rest, ice, physical therapy, injections such as ultrasound-guided corticosteroids, percutaneous needle tenotomy, to surgical treatment. (116)

6.3 Snapping Triceps Syndrome

Snapping triceps syndrome is a relatively rarely occurring condition. The syndrome is more common in males, in manual workers, sportsmen, and patients with previous elbow trauma, with the first symptoms appearing in adolescence and early adulthood. (132, 135, 115) In snapping triceps syndrome there is anterior dislocation of
the medial head of the triceps muscle relative to the medial epicondyle which can occur in combination with the dislocation of the ulnar nerve. (13) Two “snaps” can be felt over the medial elbow, the first snap indicating dislocation of the ulnar nerve at 70° to 90° of flexion, and the second one at 115° of flexion indicating dislocation of the medial head of the triceps muscle. The snapping sensation is most intense during eccentric loading of the triceps muscle, for example when performing push-ups, and the patients should be advised to not do movements which exacerbate the condition such as the aforementioned pull-ups, weight training in general, and repeated elbow flexion. (128) This condition has been associated with the cubitus varus deformity, hypoplasia of the medial epicondyle, hypertrophy or prominence of the distal triceps muscle belly, and there have been a few reports of new onset snapping triceps syndrome after ulnar nerve transposition. (53, 115) Dislocation of the triceps muscle over the lateral epicondyle has been described in the literature only once, by Spinner and Goldner in 1999. (114)

Patients may present with medial elbow pain and tenderness, snapping sensation in the elbow, ulnar neuropathy – sensory deficit or paresthesias in the distribution of the ulnar nerve, with the symptoms being more prominent during physical activity. (13) The snapping causes pain in true snapping triceps syndrome. (132) The examiner should palpate the ulnar nerve in the groove, and examine its laxity in extension whilst trying to dislocate or subluxate the nerve medially by applying digital pressure. Upon elbow flexion, the ulnar nerve will usually relocate itself. The snaps mentioned before, are going to be felt as the examiner flexes the elbow.

Imaging methods used in conjunction with clinical examination of snapping triceps syndrome are MRI and dynamic ultrasound. (132) Ultrasound is the preferred method for diagnosing snapping triceps syndrome as it is fast, inexpensive, and dynamic.
Cubital tunnel syndrome is a differential diagnosis for snapping triceps syndrome, and snapping triceps syndrome may cause compression of the ulnar nerve inside the cubital tunnel. (82, 91, 54) Cubital tunnel syndrome presents with medial-sides elbow pain, and paresthesias. (99) Medial epicondylitis (golfer’s elbow) causes pain in the medial side of the elbow, and may present with ulnar nerve symptoms. Distal rupture of the triceps muscle presents with a history of a single snap, pain, swelling, and a lack of complete elbow extension. (131) It is also a differential diagnosis, although quite rare.

The treatment is conservative in the first 3-6 months following diagnosis. This includes avoiding exacerbating activities, as well as use of NSAIDS, elbow splinting, physical therapy, kinesio tape… If there is no improvement in this period, surgical treatment is advised. The results of surgery have been found to be good to excellent. (131)

6.4 Ulnar Nerve Dislocation

Ulnar neuropathy at the elbow can be caused by static structures compressing the ulnar nerve (for example scar tissue) or by dynamic factors resulting from changing
anatomic relationships through movement in the elbow joint. Ulnar nerve instability most commonly occurs in the cubital tunnel, which is an osteofibrous tunnel formed by a groove between the olecraneon and the medial epicondyle bridged by the Osborn retinaculum. The abnormal position of the ulnar nerve predisposes it to injury. Ulnar nerve dislocation can be seen in up to 20% of asymptomatic elbows. Etiology is thought to be either traumatic or idiopathic. One proposed cause is the congenital absence of the cubital tunnel retinaculum.

Ultrasound can be used in diagnosing and demonstrating ulnar nerve dislocation, which can occur with or without snapping triceps syndrome. US imaging at full elbow flexion can enable the operator to visualize the intermittent dislocation of the ulnar nerve over the medial epicondyle in case of a loose or absent retinaculum. The operator should not apply excessive pressure over the area, as this may result in a false negative finding. Differentiation of causes of medial elbow snapping, snapping triceps syndrome vs. ulnar nerve dislocation, is important as treatments differ. Ultrasound can aid in differentiating the two conditions. Treatment ranges from anti-inflammatory agents, physical therapy, and splints to ulnar nerve transposition surgery.

7 Hand and Wrist

The structures in the hand and wrist are positioned superficially, and as such are ideal for ultrasound examination. Dynamic scans are easily performed in this region. The wrist is the second commonest joint evaluated in some centers, as it is a joint commonly evaluated in rheumatologic referrals.

7.1 Gamekeeper's Thumb (Skier's Thumb)

It is a common in certain sports, such as cycling and skiing. It is also common in basketball, hockey, and wrestling. Historically, it has been described in gamekeepers (hunters) strangling rabbits (and other little animals) by forcefully extending the neck; those hunters had chronic lesions of the ulnar ligament at the MCP joint. Skiers develop the lesion due to acute injury of the aforementioned...
ligament, and skier’s thumb accounts for up to 50% of injuries to the hand in skiers.(90) The grip position on the ski pole when the patient is falling causes the injury to the ulnar collateral ligament due to forceful abduction of the thumb when it strikes the pole or is caught in the ski pole strap, or by forced abduction of the thumb as it hits the ground. The impact can cause a simultaneous avulsion of a part of the bone adjacent to the ligament.(110)

The patient presents with pain on the ulnar side of the hand. Inflammation, swelling, and hematoma can be seen upon inspection of the affected limb in acute UCL injury.(6) Prior to performing the stress tests on the injured joint, an X-ray should be obtained to rule out fractures. In case there is an avulsion fracture present on the X-ray, the stress testing should still be performed.(6) The examination is painful, and an anaesthetic can be applied to the adductor side of the thumb ahead of performing the required examinations.(110) There can also be severe swelling accompanying the injury, and in this case a splint can be used and kept on for 3-4 days until the swelling subsides and the patient can be re-examined.(78) Examination of the UCL is done by applying valgus force with the thumb in 30 degrees of flexion; if there is more than 30 degrees laxity, or 15 more than on the healthy thumb, UCL rupture is likely.

The affected ulnar collateral ligament appears hypoechoic, swollen on ultrasound examination, and the ligament itself can look interrupted. According to some studies ultrasound has 88% sensitivity and 83% specificity for displaced ruptures, and 91% for nondisplaced ruptures of the collateral ulnar ligament.(57) Besides X-ray and US imaging, MRI can also be used in evaluation of skier’s thumb.

Conservative therapy consists of splinting, and flexion/extension exercises. Stener’s thumb is a lesion occurring in cases where there is a complete rupture of the ulnar collateral ligament of the first MCP joint, with the ruptured ligament interpositioned underneath the adductor aponeurosis. Surgery is indicated in this case, and in cases where there is a displaced bony avulsion. It should be delayed until the inflammation has resolved.(6)

Skier’s thumb is a frequently missed injury (often misdiagnosed as a simple “sprain”), and not identifying it can lead to the patient developing arthrosis, as well as persistent
instability of the joint.\textsuperscript{(88,110)} The loss of joint stability may cause problems with prehensile (pinching) activities.\textsuperscript{(111)}

7.2 Glomus Tumour

Glomus tumours are a rare type of benign neoplasm.\textsuperscript{(47)} They are derived from a neuromyoarterial glomus, a structure contributing to regulation of body temperature, and are usually found in the skin, especially subungally, at the tips of the digits in patients in 4\textsuperscript{th} and 5\textsuperscript{th} decades of life.\textsuperscript{(123)} They may be associated with extrinsic bone erosion. Glomic tumours account for about 1.6\% of all soft tissue tumours.\textsuperscript{(73)}

The patient may present with a “glomus tumour specific” scenario in their history: excruciating pulsatile pain triggered by exposure to cold or pressure exerted over the nail. The classic triad of glomus tumour symptoms are: pain, point tenderness and cold sensitivity, and they are present in about a third of the patients suffering from this condition. Glomus tumours are diagnosed clinically in majority of cases.\textsuperscript{(93)}

On ultrasound, it appears as a small, solid, hypoechoic, well-defined nodule, and is more or less homogenous, with regular borders.\textsuperscript{(73)} Colour Doppler will show internal hypervascularity. Pulsed Doppler may show a large systolic murmur. MRI may also be used in glomus tumour imaging.\textsuperscript{(123)} Radiography can be used to differentiate glomus tumours from exostoses.\textsuperscript{(73)}

The definitive treatment is surgical excision of the lesion. Recurrences are common.\textsuperscript{(13)}

7.3 Carpal Tunnel Syndrome

Carpal tunnel syndrome is the most commonly occurring peripheral nerve entrapment syndrome, and is one of the most commonly encountered pathologies in the upper extremity.\textsuperscript{(7)} The prevalence of CTS is around 4-5\%, the age group most affected being 40-60 year olds.\textsuperscript{(24)} It has a predilection for the dominant hand.\textsuperscript{(123)} Carpal tunnel syndrome is characterized by compression and/or traction of the median nerve at the level of the wrist. CTS is more common in, appears in association with or is
precipitated by certain conditions such as pregnancy, myxoedema, rheumatoid arthritis, chronic renal failure, gout, amyloidosis, space occupying lesions, diabetes, flexor tenosynovitis, callus, and fracture dislocation of carpal bones, trauma, haemorrhage, benign tumors (ganglion cyst, hemangioma, neuroma, lipoma), acromegaly…(12,110,123) The association of CTS with diabetes is a significant one as 5-8% percent of patients with carpal tunnel syndrome have diabetes mellitus.(20) Clinicians should exclude diabetes mellitus in all patients with carpal tunnel syndrome. Certain anatomic conditions can make the patient more susceptible to develop carpal tunnel syndrome: narrow tunnel, presence of the median artery, abnormal and accessory tendons and muscles, bifid median nerve at the level of the carpal tunnel, proximal division of median nerve in the forearm.(13) Familial liability to pressure palsy (HNPP) is a dominant disorder which predisposes the patient to develop multiple entrapment mononeuropathies, including carpal tunnel syndrome.

Patients with carpal tunnel syndrome typically present with the complaint of burning night pain, tingling, and numbness in the radial aspect of the hand and the first three fingers.(13) The pain may wake the patient during the night.(110, 111) The night pain, also called brachalgia paresthetica nocturna, is probably caused, at least partially, by oedema and flexion at the wrist joint for prolonged periods of time.(13) Upon waking the patient will typically shake the affected hand in an attempt to “get the circulation going” and relieve the symptoms, or will hang the hand over the side of the bed; although usually just changing the position of the hand and the wrist will help with the symptoms.(110, 111) In more severe cases, patients might present with weakness and clumsiness. There may also be atrophy in the region of the thenar eminence, referred to as “ape hand”. The median nerve pathology changes with the progression of the disease, in early stage the median nerve doesn’t show pathologic changes, and as the disease progresses, the changes become visible – the nerve starts to swell, demyelinise, and undergo fibrosclerosis.(13) In longstanding CTS, the patient may experience permanent sensory and motor deficits.

The diagnosis of carpal tunnel syndrome is most commonly based on patient history, and physical examination, as well as on electrodiagnostic studies, and ultrasound.(116) The conduction velocity of the median nerve in the carpal tunnel is reduced in patients with CTS.(110) There are a few provocative tests used when
examining the wrist of a patient suspected to have carpal tunnel syndrome. Sensory symptoms may be reproduced by percussing over the median nerve (Tinel’s sign) or by holding the wrist fully flexed for a minute (Phalen’s test). On ultrasound examination of the wrist of a patient with carpal tunnel syndrome, one may be able to appreciate the changes in median nerve morphology and echogenicity, as well as changes in surrounding structures such as the transverse carpal ligament and the soft tissues passing through the carpal tunnel. However, normal appearance of the median nerve does not exclude carpal tunnel syndrome, and a “normal” median nerve is often found in early stages of CTS. The flattening ratio of the median nerve, bowing of the flexor retinaculum, swelling of the median nerve, and nerve hypervascularization on Doppler have been used as diagnostic criteria for US examination of patients with carpal tunnel syndrome; median nerve swelling and hypervascularization having the highest accuracies (91% and 95%).(77) Ultrasound is possibly more accurate in helping establish the diagnosis of carpal tunnel syndrome in patients having early or mild CTS.(71)

Figure 7.1 43-year-old man with carpal tunnel syndrome. Sonogram shows flattened, swollen, and hypoechoic left median nerve. Flexor retinaculum immediately superficial to nerve is seen to bow anteriorly. Caliper measurements of major and minor axes of nerve are shown. (38)

Patients may be treated conservatively with NSAIDs and splinting. Corticosteroid injections can be used in treatment of carpal tunnel syndrome. They have been shown to decrease pain, paresthesias, and improve function in patients diagnosed with carpal tunnel syndrome.(5,31,45) Persistent cases may require surgical treatment, and can be either open or endoscopic.(20)
7.4 Ganglion Cysts

Ganglion cysts are most commonly occurring space-occupying lesions of the hand and wrist. (120) Female to male ratio is about 3:1. (10) They are most commonly seen in females in their 20’s and 30’s. (94) The exact mechanism of development of ganglion cysts is unknown. (103) They are articular cysts originating from the articular cavity, usually 1-2 cm in size, filled with gelatinous fluid, and they feel firm on palpation.

The most common presentation is an asymptomatic mass; only 19.5% of patients had symptomatic ganglion cysts according to Barnes et al. (10) Ganglion cysts may appear inside the carpal tunnel, arising from the deep portion of the tunnel. (13) They are able to dislocate the median nerve, as well as flexor tendons against the transverse carpal ligament. Ganglion cysts may cause aches in the wrist, decreased range of motion, decrease in grip strength, and paresthesias in case of nerve compression. (116) They are the leading cause of Guyon tunnel syndrome, and present in 30-40% of cases. (39) Radial tunnel syndrome, also known as radial pronator syndrome, is caused by the compression of the posterior intraosseous nerve in the proximal forearm, and ganglion cysts can cause radial tunnel syndrome by compression at the proximal radioulnar joint. (123) RTS can be confused with lateral epicondylitis, as it has similar pain distribution and mechanism. The pain is felt over the lateral forearm with repetitive elbow extension. Muscle atrophy, fatty tissue infiltration, and oedema may be present, particularly in the supinator muscle.

In ganglion cysts the fluid is located eccentrically to the tendon. (13) Ganglion cysts are usually found over the dorsal or palmar aspects of the wrist. (13) Ganglion cysts are located most commonly on the dorsal side of the wrist - this is the case in 70% of patients having ganglion cysts; they occur on the volar side of the wrist in about 20% of the cases. (121) They appear as lobulated anechoic masses with posterior acoustic enhancement. Although cysts are most commonly described as anechoic, they can be hypoechoic and mixed anechoic/hypoechoic in appearance. (134) They can also be lobular, with varying numbers of lobes; they can have septa, and areas of hyperechogenicity inside the cyst. Trauma can make ganglion cysts appear more complex. (49) Dorsal ganglion cysts appear superficial to the scapholunate ligament. (32)
One of the differentials for ganglion cysts are venous aneurysms which can be caused by trauma to the deep or superficial veins. A patent venous aneurysm may be confused with a ganglion cyst. Continuity with a vein, or blood flow through the lesion may help distinguish the two diagnoses, and will reinforce the diagnosis of a venous aneurysm.

There are usually three possibilities in the treatment of wrist ganglia: waiting, aspiration with injection, and surgical treatment. Spontaneous resolution rate of ganglion cysts occurs in around 50% of cases. Therefore, in asymptomatic patients with normal ROM, watchful waiting is the best option. In symptomatic patients, either aspiration, or surgical removal should be used. Surgery might produce more symptoms such as pain and stiffness in the period after removal of the cyst. The surgery can be done via arthroscopic or open air approach. Ultrasound guided aspiration of the cyst is recommended in volar ganglia, due to the risk of trauma to structures surrounding the ganglia – the radial artery, and the recurrent branch of the median nerve.
7.5 Giant Cell Tumour of the Tendon Sheath

The most frequently occurring soft tissue masses in the hand are ganglion cysts, giant cell tumours of the tendon sheath and lipomas.(13) Giant cell tumour of the tendon sheath is a firm, nodular, well-defined, tumour-like mass found most commonly on the palmar aspect of the fingers and hand.(96) They have a predilection for smaller joints, but may occasionally be found around larger joints such as the knee and the hip. There are two types of GCTTS, localized nodular (common in hand) and diffuse type (common in joints). The incidence is about 1:50 000, it affects people between 30 and 50 years old, and the female to male ratio is 3:2.(100) The aetiology of giant cell tumours of the tendon sheath is not well understood; some patients (15%) may present with a history of trauma. GCTTS presents as a slowly growing mass, which may or may not be painful.(21)

Ultrasound can be used as the first imaging method in diagnosing GCTTS. On US, giant cell tumours of the tendon sheath appear as painless, solid, hypoechoic nodules with a hypervasclar pattern, and are located adjacent to or enveloping a tendon.(13) GCTTS may cause bone erosions due to mass effect, and changes to the bone cortex may be seen on sonography.(102) Differential diagnoses, such as ganglion cysts may be excluded with the help of ultrasound. MRI and radiography may also aid in diagnosis of GCTTS.

Treatment consists of surgery with or without neoadjuvant radiotherapy. The tumour tends to recur following surgical excision, the recurrence being 25-45%, Radiotherapy may decrease the chance of recurrence.(11, 96)
8 The Hip

Ultrasound is most commonly used in the evaluation of hip pain. Tendon pathology, including tear, tendinopathy, and avulsions and muscle injury can be assessed. US is also gaining a more important role in the evaluation of rheumatological diseases.(92)

8.1 Morel-Lavallee Lesion

Morel-Lavallee lesion is subcutaneous sero-hematic fluid collection, first described by the French physician Maurice Morel-Lavalle in 1853.(49) Morel-Lavallee lesion can occur in athletes who fall off mountain bikes. It is caused by direct trauma to the hip and pelvis, and is a closed internal degloving injury where the subcutaneous tissue is torn away from the fascia.(102) The resulting cavity is filled with hematoma and liquefied fat, and necrotic tissue, and lymph. Morel-Lavallee lesions are not exclusive to the hip (greater trochanter), they can also occur in other parts of the body, for example the flank, buttocks, and lumbodorsal regions. The lesion may organize and form a pseudocapsule, which prevents spontaneous reabsorption. Neglected lesions can become infected.

Acutely presenting patients may have a soft, fluctuant area of ecchymosis; skin hypermobility, soft tissue oedema; palpable bulge; abrasions; local contusions, and hypoesthesia near the region of the trauma (59, 26). Patients with chronic lesions
present one month up to many years following initial trauma, and during that time, the lesions may increase in size, remain stable or regress. Enlarging lesions may become painful and firm, and may lead to a misdiagnosis of a soft tissue tumor.\(^{(26, 85)}\)

The lesion is located superficial to the muscle layer and beneath the hypodermis. The appearance of the lesion on ultrasound examination depends on the chronologic age of the lesion. Acute lesions appear heterogeneous and have irregular margins. On the other hand, chronic lesions are more homogeneous, and tend to have smoother borders.\(^{(49)}\)

Treatment for Morel-Lavallée lesions is usually conservative, and they are managed with compression bandages. Larger lesions may require percutaneous aspiration, but fluid may re-accumulate following aspiration.\(^{(102)}\) Steroid injections are not effective.\(^{(16)}\) Surgery may be performed and the lesion excised.\(^{(22, 66)}\)

**Figure 8.1:** Classic US appearance of Morel-Lavallée effusion: anechoic collection between the subcutaneous tissue and the deep fascia.\(^{(79)}\)
9 The Knee

Trauma of the knee, and pathology of the knee in general, is very common. Sprains of the knee ligaments are one of the most common injuries in sports, second only to ankle sprains. In addition to acute, the knee is a predilection site for many chronic conditions such as osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, and a myriad of other rheumatologic conditions. Acute knee trauma can be a trigger for developing early-onset arthritis.

Although MRI is the imaging technique of choice for evaluating knee trauma, and plays a vital role in preoperative evaluation, ultrasound has its own advantages. Ultrasound is a relatively cheap diagnostic method. The operator has the ability to take the patient’s history while examining him/her, which can be of great help when evaluating knee pathology and its relation to patient’s symptoms. A lesion can produce symptoms in specific joint positions or during specific movements, and manipulating the joint into symptom-producing positions can help the operator better understand and localize the pathology they are evaluating. Ultrasound can also be used for visualizing the lesion during aspiration or biopsy. The ultrasound plays a minor role in the area of knee imaging, but it is more efficient than MRI in imaging of chronic tendinosis, and is of great help in evaluating tendon injuries and ruptures.

When imaging the knee, the operator should follow a specific sequence; for example beginning anteriorly, and progressing medially, laterally, and finally posteriorly. To be able to examine joint systematically and thoroughly, one should perhaps resort to using a check list of structures that need to be assessed.

9.1 Baker’s Cyst (Popliteal Cyst)

Baker’s cyst is a “synovial fluid filled mass located in the popliteal fossa”, in the posteromedial region of the knee, between the belly of the gastrocnemius muscle and semimembranosus tendon. It occurs in both children and adults, but presents differently, and has a different clinical picture in these two age groups. In children Baker’s cysts are commonly asymptomatic, have no clinical importance, and tend to be found during routine physical examination. One study found that 6.3% of children
had Baker’s cysts on their knee scans. In adults, on the other hand, cysts can be a sign of joint pathology such as meniscal tears (being the most common associated pathology, 82% of patients have lesions of the medial meniscus, and 38% have lesions of the lateral meniscus), ACL deficiencies, cartilage degeneration, osteoarthritis, infections such as tuberculosis, gout, and rheumatoid arthritis. Observing the back of the patient’s knee while they are standing will show a tender and swollen mass which can produce pain and a feeling of pressure. Patients can experience pain during squatting and kneeling, and range of motion may be restricted during flexion of the knee.

Popliteal cysts may rupture causing sudden, intense pain in the back of the knee, and lower leg swelling, which can be confused with deep venous thrombosis – a common differential diagnosis. Ultrasound is used as the first diagnostic step to rule out deep venous thrombosis. It can also detect fluid inside soft tissues following the rupture. One might be able to observe a “crescent sign” on the skin – an ecchymotic area around the malleoli secondary to rupture of the cyst. In popliteal venous thrombosis a thrombus will be visible as a hypoechoic structure in an uncompressible vein. Doppler US can help further clarify the diagnosis. Intramuscular myxoma can resemble a Baker’s cyst in appearance, but does not communicate with knee the joint itself. Tennis leg is another differential diagnosis. It is caused by the rupture of the medial head of the gastrocnemius muscle, and ultrasound is the diagnostic method of choice in patients in whom this diagnosis is suspected.

Figure 9.1. Complicated Baker’s cyst: leakage is shown. A longitudinal sonogram shows a Baker’s cyst with pointed appearance of distal end (arrow), indicative of recent leakage.
When diagnosing Baker's cyst by ultrasound it is important to note the location of the cyst, it should be just lateral to the gastrocnemius muscle, for the operator to be able to rule out other pathology.\(^{(32)}\) The cyst presents as an anechoic lesion with acoustic enhancement.\(^{(137)}\) The ultrasound is the method of choice for detecting cysts in patients diagnosed with intraarticular pathology, as well as detecting complications (rupture, compression) in patients with pre-existing cysts.\(^{(13)}\) Other painful lesions in the posterior fossa such as posterior ganglia could be mistaken for a popliteal cyst. Viewing recent radiographs of the patient's knee, and comparing them to ultrasound findings can help with interpreting the results, and may aid in giving the correct diagnosis. US is the first line imaging method used in investigating soft tissue “lumps” in children as it does not require sedation, and doesn’t emit ionizing radiation.

Baker's cyst can be aspirated for diagnostic purposes, and to decrease patient discomfort by decreasing the pressure inside of the cyst. Steroids are injected into the cyst following aspiration. This decreases the risk of recurrence and helps with chronic symptoms. Treatment of adult patients relies on treating the underlying knee pathology. Surgery is advised in in large symptomatic cysts.\(^{(20)}\) Unless the pre-existing knee pathology is addressed, the cyst may recur after surgical excision. Treatment is generally not required in children, and about half of the lesions resolve with the use of conservative treatment alone.\(^{(33, 130)}\) Surgical excision is recommended in symptomatic children with persistent painful symptoms.
Figure 9.2 Baker’s cyst: sonographic appearance. (a) A transverse sonogram shows the different components of a typical Baker’s cyst: the base (1), the neck (2) located between the tendon of the semimembranosus (arrow) and the tendon of the medial head of the gastrocnemius (arrowhead), and the large body (3). (b) A longitudinal sonogram depicts the base and the body of the cyst separated by the straight tendon (arrowheads) of the medial head of the gastrocnemius (MHG).(126)

9.1 Infrapatellar Bursitis

In this condition the swelling is located below the patella and superficial to the patellar ligament.(111) Bursitis can be a result of local blunt trauma, or may develop secondary to microtrauma.(13) The disease affects patients who have continuous monotone
movements of the patella or continuous mechanical strain.(67) It can be found in certain occupations such as tiling and carpentry. Deep infrapatellar bursitis is the most common bursitis in children having spondyloarthritis or traumatic lesions caused by sports activities.(30) It can also occur in Osgood-Schlatter disease. Occasionally the bursa can be affected in gout.(111) Athletes, particularly cyclists and sportsmen involved in sports involving jumping, may be affected by this condition.(49) It has also been described in people with abnormal biomechanics of the knee, such as patients with cerebral palsy.(83)

A swollen and hypoechoic distal tendon, which may be associated with fluid distension of the infrapatellar bursa, can be seen on ultrasound examination. A minimal amount of bursal fluid may be seen on US in normal states, this is especially true in cases where high-frequency transducers are used. The finding is thought to be pathologic in cases where there is more than minimal bursal fluid present, and is reliable when the knees are examined bilaterally and there is clinical correlation to the US finding.(13)

Tendon degeneration, subcutaneous infrapatellar bursitis and soft tissue inflammatory changes, seen as a result of prolonged work activity while kneeling in an upright position, is described as “housmaid’s knee” or “clergyman’s knee”. US may show a distended hypoechoic subcutaneous bursa located superficially to the distal patellar tendon.(23) The wall of the bursa may be thickened, internal septations may be present, and in acute lesions a hyperaemic pattern may be visible on colour Doppler imaging. Chronically calcifications may develop inside the aforementioned bursal wall and appear on US examination as hyperechoic mases with posterior acoustic shadowing. Repeated stress causes inflammation, thickening of the bursal wall, and eventually development of calcifications. Treatment consists of analgesic therapy, as required, and physical therapy. The patient should avoid kneeling, or if kneeling is unavoidable, use protective padding. Pretibial ganglion cysts are a differential diagnosis. They occur in patients who had surgery for anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction. A painful mass filled with gelatinous fluid can be seen over the anteromedial proximal tibia. Treatment is surgical en-bloc removal of the cyst.(13)
10 Ankle and Foot

The structures in the foot and the ankle are located superficially, and are therefore particularly suitable for ultrasound evaluation. One of the most common indications is assessment of tendon pathology, particularly the posteromedial and posterolateral compartments. Tendinopathy, tenosynovitis, and tendon tears can be evaluated, and so can subluxations, dislocations, and impingement.

10.1 Morton Neuroma

Morton neuroma is one of the most common nerve entrapment syndromes in the lower extremity.(13) Its development can be explained by local impingement of the interdigital nerve at the point where the interdigital nerve tracks deep to the intermetatarsal ligament and between the metatarsal heads. Repetitive impingement and friction can lead to degeneration of the interdigital nerve, perineural fibrosis, and formation of the Morton neuroma.(4) This is one of the possible pathogenic mechanisms leading to development of Morton neuroma. Other possible mechanisms include: ischemia, enlarged bursa and repetitive microtrauma of the interdigital nerve.

The typical patient is a middle-aged woman complaining of sharp, local pain at the base of the web space radiating to the two involved toes which is exacerbated by walking, wearing pointed and high heeled shoes, and is relieved by taking the shoe off and massaging the foot. Some patients report a feeling of “a rock in the shoe”

Morton neuroma has the appearance of an ovoid, hypoechogenic mass.(98) It is located proximal to the metatarsal heads in the intermetatarsal space. It is most commonly located in the space between the heads of the 3rd and 4th metatarsal bones, where the web space is smaller in size, and the interdigital nerve is relatively more fixed in its place.(13) When comparing ultrasound to MRI in diagnostics of Morton neuroma, ultrasound has been found to be more sensitive, especially when imaging small lesions. It is more affordable, less time consuming, and patient friendly.(64) It can also be used in excluding major differential diagnoses, and it can be used as guidance for therapeutic procedures.
The treatment consists of ice to alleviate tenderness, and metatarsal padding, footwear modifications, radiofrequency ablation, physical therapy (extrinsic and intrinsic foot muscle strengthening exercises), local injections (corticosteroid, anaesthetic, alcohol), and surgical therapy.(63)

Figure 10.1: Morton's neuroma. Sagittal plane examination of the plantar aspect of the right 3rd intermetatarsal space is performed by slowly moving the probe between the heads of the 3rd and 4th metatarsals (arrow). It confirms presence of a solid hypoechoic mass (Morton's neuroma), allows better delineation and measurement of its longitudinal extent.(64)

11 Pediatric Muskuloskeletal Ultrasound

When working with the paediatric population ultrasound as a diagnostic method has many advantages. Unlike the X-ray or CT it is not a source of harmful ionizing radiation.
Magnetic resonance imaging and CT require the patients to keep still, which can be difficult to achieve in a young, anxious child. Restlessness could prompt the use of sedation, or even anaesthesia. Ultrasound is a dynamic method, which gives the operator the ability to interact with the child in a way which is impossible to achieve with some other diagnostic methods. Ultrasound is non-invasive, painless, and relatively inexpensive. In the following text we'll touch upon the roles of diagnostic ultrasound in paediatrics.

11.1 Developmental Dysplasia of the Hip

The femoral head and acetabulum develop in utero as a unit, and as the child is born and continues its development and growth, it is imperative the parts of the joint remain in position for the joint to be able to maintain its optimal growth and function. Acetabular development depends on the head of the femur being in its normal position, and on movement of the joint. If the femoral head is out of place, the acetabulum develops poorly. Developmental dysplasia of the hip is a common name for a spectrum of different abnormalities of the hip joint, with a varying spectrum of severity.

Developmental dysplasia of the hip affects about 1 in 1000 newborns, mostly affects female children (7:1), and the incidence varies worldwide. The factors contributing to the difference in incidence are genetic and cultural. For example, persons of Mediterranean origin may have higher risk of developing developmental dysplasia of the hip. In certain cultures, for example Lapps and North American Indians, where babies are swaddled and their legs kept straight, with their knees and hips extended, dislocation tends to be very common. The incidence in these populations is about 25-50 cases per 1000. Other risk factors contributing to the development of this condition include intrauterine malposition, especially breech position, birth weight of >5 kg, oligohydramnios prematurity, congenital calcaneovalgus foot deformity, being first-born.

Examination of the hips is compulsory in children up to the age of two, even in those in whom the hips appear to be developing normally. Early examination of the hip joints is important as treatment is most effective in the early stage. If there is a full dislocation in the hip joint, and the condition is not treated early, the child will fail to walk normally at around one year of age. It is thought that every 10th hip
replacement surgery could be the result of secondary osteoarthritis which developed due to mild/subclinical hip dysplasia.(173) DDH is the most common cause of coxarthrosis in women younger than 40.(106) It is important to note that, even in expert hands, not every case of developmental dysplasia of the hip can be detected on physical examination alone. Clinical tests used in detection of developmental dysplasia of the hip – Ortolani and Barlow tests – are accurate only in about 74% of cases that may be demonstrated on imaging. They are highly specific clinical examinations, but they have low sensitivity.(118) These tests are performed at birth, and repeated when the child is 6 weeks old.(105) Ideally, all children should have repeat examinations at 6, 12 and 18 months of age to rule out late-appearing signs of DDH.(110) Radiologic methods used in detection of developmental dysplasia of the hip are US examination and radiography.

Ultrasound is used in newborns and infants up to 4-5 months of age, while their hips are cartilaginous.(105) Examinations should not be performed prior to the child being 4-6 weeks of age, as the hip tends to be hypermobile in the early weeks of life due to the effects of maternal hormones on the ligaments.(123) Static and dynamic ultrasound examinations of the hip joint can be performed.(106) Static US examination will show the coverage of the femoral head by the acetabulum (α angle), while dynamic examination will show the image of the hip joint whilst Ortolani and Barlow tests are being performed. Dynamic ultrasound examination allows the operator to detect movements in the hip joint which are ≥1 mm in size; and displacement of more than 2 mm, when stress is applied to the hip joint during dynamic examination, is pathological and requires treatment. There are two ways of using ultrasound in screening of babies for DDH; either screening the whole population, or screening only the children that are at high risk of having/developing DDH. Overuse of ultrasound examination in diagnosing DDH can lead to overtreatment, and increase in frequency of re-examination.(27) Some countries use ultrasound as a screening method in high risk populations only (for example the United States), whilst others offer a much wider coverage (such as Sweden) (3) It is important to note that clinical examination and ultrasound imaging should both support the same diagnosis; either presence or absence of DDH.(105) If they do not agree, one is probably wrong. Both ultrasound and clinical examination are operator dependant and subjective methods. Femoral capital epiphysis ossifies between 2nd and 6th month of age, and when the process is
finished, radiographs become the preferred imaging method as the ossified femoral head creates a shadow on ultrasound examination of the hip joint. (123)

![Ultrasound images of a 1-month-old baby's hips. (A) shows a located right hip and (B) shows a dislocated left hip.](image)

**Figure 11.1** Ultrasound images of a 1-month-old baby’s hips. (A) shows a located right hip and (B) shows a dislocated left hip. (125)

AP radiographs are used for imaging of DDH in children older than 4.5 months (3-6 months). If developmental dysplasia of the hip is present, ossification delay of the acetabulum may be present, as well as visible subluxation or dislocation of the hip, and possible anomalies of the pelvis and sacrum.

Different methods, both surgical and nonsurgical, are used in the treatment of DDH depending on the extent of the condition and the age of the patient. Multiple types of splints may be used following hip reposition such as the Pavlik harness, Von Rosen splint and the pillow type splint. While the child is wearing the splint, the hips are held at 100 degrees flexion and in abduction. After the splint is removed, the child should remain in follow up until he/she starts walking. In older children closed reduction can be performed under anaesthesia following traction, and the new position of the joint is evaluated with arthrography. Closed reduction carries a risk of avascular necrosis of the femoral head. Following the procedure, the hips are splinted at 60 degrees of flexion, 40 degrees of abduction and 20 degrees of internal rotation. Severe cases of DDH may require open reduction and possible corrective osteotomy. In cases where
hip reposition surgery is required, MRI and CT are used to evaluate the hip joint postoperatively to assess whether the reposition has been successful. MRI is the preferred imaging method as CT scanning emits ionising radiation. These two methods, together with plain radiography, are used in preoperative evaluation of the hip joint prior to performing corrective osteotomy. (173) Aggressive therapy with Pavlik harness and surgery may cause avascular necrosis of the femoral head. (13) Doppler ultrasound and MRI with contrast can be used in prediction of the development of this much feared complication. (173)

12 Conclusion

Ultrasound has a widespread use in diagnostics of musculoskeletal system pathology. Besides its use in diagnostics, it can also be used as an imaging method in the evaluation of patients following treatment, as well as guidance in application of therapy. It is a versatile method and can be used in static as well as dynamic conditions. The fact that one can perform dynamic exams utilizing ultrasound enables the operator to observe the structure of interest in (full range of) motion. Ultrasound gives the operator an ability to talk to and interact with the patient which may aid in establishing the correct diagnosis. Patients can point out the positions which feel most uncomfortable and painful and in that way direct the course of the examination. Ultrasound is an affordable diagnostic imaging method. It doesn't utilize ionizing radiation, and as such is considered a safe diagnostic method. It is convenient for use in the paediatric population as due to the aforementioned safety, and as it does not require the young patients to be sedated or even anaesthetized during the course of the examination which might be required during MRI and CT imaging. Children needn't be separated from their parents during the examination which could help reduce anxiety associated with being examined. As ultrasound is a subjective and operator dependant imaging method, the operators should be well educated in the subject of both ultrasound and musculoskeletal anatomy and pathology. It is difficult to say what the future holds for musculoskeletal ultrasound. Interesting is the opinion of professor Wayne W. Gibbon who, almost 10 years ago, said that he believes that ultrasound will become a natural extension of the physical examination in disciplines dealing with the musculoskeletal system such as rheumatology, sports medicine, orthopaedic surgery, as is the case with echocardiography in cardiology. (46) Nowadays ultrasound is one of the most
rapidly expanding imaging techniques in musculoskeletal imaging, and MSUS is being utilized by an increasing number of physiatrists, orthopaedists, anaesthesiologists, radiologists and rheumatologists in their daily practice.(36)
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